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Abstract



This paper examines segregation and its causes. In previous research, it was found that

causes of segregation include income level, land zoning regimes, and immigration. It was

hypothesized that a city with higher incidences of income inequality, land zoning regimes, and

immigration would have a higher likeliness of segregation. Washington, DC and New York City

were chosen as cases due to their vast differences, yet similar outcomes. It also makes research

easier because they are divided into smaller sections—council wards and boroughs, respectively.

The racial makeup and income level of each ward and borough were found, along with laws that

allow segregation in each city’s zoning regulations, and the percentage of the foreign-born

population in the cities as well. Both cities were found to have vague land zoning laws, and lacked

legislation that explicitly outlawed segregation. DC’s income inequality was much higher than that

of NYC, but NYC’s incidence immigration was double that of DC. Through analyzing the

dissimilarity indices of each city, it was found that NYC had a much higher incidence of

segregation. The hypotheses were proven correct, with the nuance that immigration has a higher

effect on the likeliness of segregation in a city.
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Segregation is the separation of people of different races in areas of cities or towns.

Segregation is alive in modern times, but this newer form is different from how it is traditionally

thought of. It is no longer “No Blacks Allowed” signs of post-slavery United States, or whites

having priority to seats on the front of the bus. Such racist views cannot be exhibited so explicitly

by the population, so segregation is perpetuated in subtler ways. I was motivated to research this

topic to find out how segregation continues to happen in a post-slavery, post-segregation society

even though legislation has been passed to combat it. Researching the causes of the phenomena

makes it more feasible to find ways of fixing the problem more directly, unlike the faulty

legislation that allowed it to keep happening in the first place.

The research focuses on three main causes of segregation that were found in the literature—

income inequality, land zoning regimes, and immigration. One hypothesis is that the incidence of

segregation is more likely in a city with higher income inequality. Another is that the incidence of

segregation is more likely in a city that has land zoning laws that allow for it, also known as land

zoning regimes. It is also hypothesized that the incidence of segregation is more likely in a city

with a higher immigrant population.

The rest of this paper will be organized as follows: the next section will discuss the

extensive literature on segregation in cities and will identify three causes of it. The section after

that will discuss the manner in which empirical data concerning the factors of segregation are

collected, and will detail the reasons for choosing the cases of New York City and Washington,

DC. The section after that will discuss the findings of the data. The paper will then conclude by

outlining the effects each factor had on the amount of segregation in each city, and will also impart

other areas in need of further research.
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Prior Research

The literature provided three main reasons for urban segregation: firstly, income

level, secondly, political decisions that control the housing market, and lastly, immigration. Found

throughout these arguments was an overarching theme of discrimination, which is what motivates

these causes of segregation.

The literature demonstrates that income level is a cause of segregation, as the income of a

family dictates what kind of homes they can purchase. Some races are not as able to afford housing

as others due to occupational differences between blacks and whites. These occupational

differences, which later mean differences in salary as well, is attributed as one of the possible

causes for segregation. (Ihlanfeldt and Scafidi 2002: 371) Since a person’s income dictates the

kinds of housing they can afford, naturally those with less income can only afford housing that is

considered worse than what people with greater income can afford. An example of this is made

apparent in the literature, in which it was found that “middle-class blacks lived in neighborhoods,

on average, with considerably more poverty, more boarded-up homes, more female-headed

households, and fewer college graduates than neighborhoods inhabited by middle-class whites.”

(Adelman 2004: 43) These sub-par conditions of housing within cities are such because those who

purchase the housing cannot afford better. Segregated cities are not only characterized by just poor

housing, but other factors as well: the literature found that it can be seen in things such as green

spaces allocated in urban areas. (Banzhaf, Fuentes,Romero, Salgado, Schmidt and Vásquez 2012:

76) Segregation due to income differences may also be caused by the costs of transportation.

(Rothwell and Massey 2010: 1124) For instance, those who cannot afford cars may live closer to

public transportation services or just simply use them more often. Segregation based on income

difference is mainly characterized by the theory that those with less income can only afford lower
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quality housing and vice versa, thus segregation is created in this way since low quality and high

quality housing are often in different areas.

The literature provides another cause of segregation in cities of the contemporary age,

which is political decisions that control the housing market. The housing market is very important

in determining who is able to afford certain housing, as it builds housing and sets prices for it later

on as well. The importance of the market in segregation is made apparent in the case of age

segregation in the Sunbelt, in which it was found that “segregation is primarily the result of market

forces.” (La Gory, Mucatel and Ward 1981: 9) A very compelling argument for how exactly

political action can be used to perpetuate segregation is found in many pieces of literature

concerning density zoning, more specifically in the case of the United States. Land use regulation

legislation limits developers in production of affordable housing, which in turn makes cheaper and

more expensive housing go in different areas of cities. (Rothwell and Massey 2010: 1140) This

legislation is a strong proponent of segregation by preventing the development of low-income and

high-income housing in the same areas of cities. (Rugh and Massey 2014: 205) This example is

not only seen in American cities, though. The literature provides an example of a similar case in

China, in which an inner-city area also is characterized by huge segregation caused by “dualistic

dynamic structure of housing differentiation resulting from a growth-led urban housing market

and persistent institutional bias with regard to housing redistribution.” (Chen, Cheng, Hammel,

Wu and Wu 2014: 110) Segregation is very strongly caused by political action that creates it by

preventing lower quality and higher quality housing from being built in the same vicinities.

Although income level plays the most direct role in segregation in that it dictates how people can

afford housing, political actions dictate what housing is made available to people through the

housing market and therefore play a much more important role.
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Lastly, though not as compelling as land zoning regimes, immigration plays a role in

segregation as well. Immigrants, more specifically Asian-born immigrants, choose where to live

when they enter a state, and the literature finds that they pay attention to the unemployment found

in certain areas and may even avoid it. (Hoschle, Strielkowski and Welkins 2015: 5) Asian-born

immigrants in this case aid in their own segregation in order to avoid unemployment, even though

they could have improved the employment in lacking areas due to their higher work ethic.

Immigrants do not only avoid certain areas, but they cause natives to leave the areas which they

come to inhabit as well. In the eyes of natives, the arrival of immigrants signifies a deterioration

of their amenities, and they in turn affect the prices of those amenities by viewing them as less

desirable. (Accelturo, Manaresi, Mocetti and Olivieri 2014: 55) The arrival of immigrants causes

the flight of natives, or at least their uncomfortability; a study found that “native Dutch living in

neighbourhoods where ethnic minorities are overrepresented are more likely to move than minority

ethnic residents. Moreover, they move much more often to ‘White’ neighbourhoods.” (Bolt, van

Ham and van Kempen: 1359) Immigration can cause segregation in that they are able to choose

where they live when they arrive, so they avoid worse areas of cities, preventing integration and

therefore perpetuating segregation.

In sum, segregation in cities is most compellingly caused by land zoning regimes that keep

low-income and high-income housing separate, but is also due to income level and immigration as

well. An overarching theme of discrimination was found that prevented integration, for instance

with immigrants choosing more affluent places to live and native groups being made

uncomfortable by other minority groups in their neighborhoods. Further research may be needed

on land-zoning regimes and their creation. Questions have arisen on whether they were put in place

purposefully to keep segregation alive, or were merely just faulty pieces of legislation. In
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understanding causes of segregation within modern-day cities, we can begin to fix the problems

of the system and aid integration so all citizens of cities have better and equal qualities of life.



Methodology

The dependent variable, segregation, will be measured by analyzing dissimilarity indices

of each city as taken from Census Scope. The dissimilarity index measures segregation by

exhibiting the separation of different racial populations in comparison to whites within the cities.

The higher the dissimilarity index, the more white people have to move to even out racial

distribution across neighborhoods, and the more racial segregation there is. For any given race, the

smaller the diversity of their average neighborhood, the higher the amount of segregation.

For more general measures of segregation, the populations by race within areas in each city

will be analyzed. For instance, percentages of racial populations will be compared throughout the

areas within each city; in the case of New York City those areas are the five boroughs, and in

Washington, DC they are the eight wards. This will accurately portray segregation by showing

where exactly racial populations inhabit the cities. For purposes of simplicity, mixed race or

“other” races shall be excluded, which entails a focus on White, Black, Asian, Hispanic, and Native

Hawaiian and Pacific Islander populations. I have chosen to exclude them because they are not

specific enough-- the information provided by the US Census Bureau on mixed and “other” races

does not show the races of those who are mixed, and does not say what those “other” races are;

therefore they cannot be categorized accordingly. The information about racial population will be

taken from the 2010 Census and from NeighborhoodInfo DC’s Neighborhood Profiles. The main

difference between this measurement and the dissimilarity index is that finding the general racial
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makeup of areas within the cities serves as a more specific reference to where each race of people

actually resides, whereas the dissimilarity indices are averages throughout the entire city.

Measurement of the first independent variable, income inequality, will be direct. The

median income or average income of each area within the cities will be found and compared to the

other areas within in cities. Organizing the data in this way will show the varying income levels

of families and where these families reside in relation to one another. Information will be taken

from the 2010 Census and from NeighborhoodInfo DC’s Neighborhood Profiles.

The second independent variable, land zoning regimes, will be measured solely upon their

existence. That is, if land zoning laws that allow segregation exist, they directly aid in perpetuating

segregation and are causes of it. Examples of harmful land zoning legislation make integration of

different racial populations more difficult, or contain loopholes that allow segregation. Sources for

this information will include the land zoning legislation for each city.

The final independent variable, immigration, can be measured most directly by finding the

population of foreign-born people in each city. A higher amount of immigration will indicate more

discrimination because of the tendencies of immigrants to choose to live in better neighborhoods,

and also because of the tendency of the original population to become more uncomfortable and

more likely to move as the immigrant population increases. Immigrants also generally live together

and create communities within cities—for example, Chinatown in Manhattan and Little Italy in

the Bronx. This data about foreign-born populations can be found in the Census Scope database.

The cases of New York City and Washington, DC serve as an interesting comparison

because of their vast differences, yet similar outcomes. New York City’s population is nearly

double that of Washington. New York City is known as a haven for immigrants and has been

throughout its entire history, whereas Washington is not. New York is also known for having very
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diverse populations throughout the years, but Washington is not. New York is the financial capital

of the country, whereas Washington is the political capital. However, despite these many

differences, both cities are racially segregated. Comparing these two cases will allow us to find

more overarching arguments for the causes of segregation in cities. In addition to their differences,

Washington and New York City are suitable for comparative analysis due to their straightforward

divisions within the cities. Each city is divided into a relatively small number of areas that make it

easier for analysis of the segregation-- New York City has the five boroughs, and Washington has

eight council wards. Rather than wrestling with finding information for each neighborhood within

each city, these divisions provide easy access to information which is already organized in this

manner.



Findings

Income inequality was found to be more apparent in Washington, DC, than in New York

City. As Figure 1.1 shows, the range of median household income was just over 38 thousand

dollars. The lowest income by borough was in the Bronx, which was 33.1 thousand dollars, which

is nearly half that of the highest median income, 71.4 thousand dollars, held by Manhattan. The

results in Washington, DC were much more staggering, as seen in Figure 2.1. The lowest family

income came in at 44 thousand dollars from Ward 8, which is less than one-fifth of the income for

Ward 3, which was 246.5 thousand dollars. In each figure the areas were ordered by the amount

of income to show the wide gap between the richest and the poorest residents of each city. It is

interesting to compare the income of each area to its respective racial and ethnic composition. The

empirical data for NYC in Figure 1.2 shows that generally, the borough’s white population

increases with the median income. Staten Island, which has the second-highest income, is 72.9%
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